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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING 

This chapter present data presentation. The purpose is to 

answer the research problem in the first chapter. The research 

finding of this research based on  the result of observation and 

interview. It the covers The Contribution of English Study Club 

in Improving Thai Students’ Speaking Skill. 

A. The English Study Club prefilled for Thai students improving 

speaking skill.    

In this part are explained the finding which the researcher 

found in the field. They are related to the program of Englaish 

Study Club for thai students improving speaking skill. Finally , 

the researcher got some data. Below are presented the descriptions 

of the result of the research findings. Actually, there are some 

program in English Study Club that encourage Thai students in 

improving English speaking skill, the program used varies, 

among others: Discussion,  Games, Master ceremoney, but for this 

researcher , the researcher only focus the activities program that 

used by students that the effect with their speaking till they can 

speaking English without afraid and fluently. 
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The reseacher found that English Study Club will held twice 

a week and will switch the program every week and every 

meeting, which English study club there are 3 programs in total 

such as: Discussion, Games, Master ceremoney, In each meeting 

they will switching the program and in each meeting is difference. 

1. Discussion 

After the researcher doing observation and interview the 

researcher found that discussion is the first activity program used 

by students of English Study Club to learning speaking. Through 

discussion they funny and intend while they learning. The 

researcher found that the student can improve of their speaking.  

The reseacher found that dicussion, discussion will started 

at 09.00 a.m and they spend time to discuss and practice for four 

hours. in discussion there will choose question and answer the 

question about daily and all of will listen and respon what they 

talking about. Which dicussion program just focus on about  

practice and a little bit material, when they have finished discuss 

they will give about grammar or vocabulary from dicussion 

before, in each discussion there is a tutor as guidance the program. 

Which in discussion program of English Study Club all of 

students are used English language as communication to friends. 

Although, their language skill is not good enough but every 
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student intends to discuss and they want to improve their speaking 

skill to be better than before and the discussion program become 

a good program for them. 

The reseacher can  conclude. Discussion is the way and 

one of the program can make students improve althoung they still 

shy and afraid to speaking English, still mistake in grammar but 

they can show speaking skill of themself and at leat they  can 

know what is mistake in Speaking skill of themselft.  

2. Games 

Game is one of the way that can help improve your 

English language skills by expending and review your 

vocabulary, and showing how to use the word and pronunce be 

correctly. Actually, the game not only just about speaking skill 

but is about listening, reading, writting skill and pronunciation 

also. So, here is the Program English Study Club in Improving 

Thai Students’ speaking skill there are two Games: 

a. Guess the Word Game. 

Guess the word game is an interesting activity that is fun , not 

boring and unique. Which is game you can used for study 

especially for practice English language and can be a fun activity 

in spare time. in addition, this game is not boring and unique 
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because you can change the topic for play in each meeting of your 

program. however, guess the word not only just fun but the players 

can brain training also. This game can make players remember 

new vocabularies and review vocabularies that they have done 

learn before, and you can enable to practice and improve speaking 

skill and listening skill as well also. Through guess the word game 

the students are funny and happy while they learning. The 

researcher found that student can improve a lot their speaking 

through Guess the words game. In guess the word game, all of 

students are very excited, funny and happy to play the game and 

they use English language when they guessing to their friends. 

However, they are not stress and worried about grammar, they are 

so confident no matter they still forgot some vocabularies, their 

grammar and pronounce still incorrect but they try to speaking 

full in English 

b.  Dice word Game.  

Dice word game  is another games that can help student improve 

their skill and  this a great game for practicing almost any 

langauge skill communicatively, grammar, vocabulary, 

speaking,and more. So, this game is favorite game for Thai 

students to make the program in English Study Club for improve 

and practicing their English speaking skill. 
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 The students are very interest and enjoy to play this game 

because it is pressure student and isn’t boring to play in each a 

part of game are very adventure for their English speaking skill 

and attitude in answering and paly of  the dice game. However, 

Basic principle is to throw the dice and respond to question 

according to the number on the number the show up. The tutor 

bring a large soft dice to the students and play the game with 

student and take turns rolling the dice, the students the number 

that show up on the dice to say something about himself or herself. 

Moreover, the students getting new vocabulary from this game. 

The tutor join to play dice game  with student and The 

student who rolls the dice uses the number that shows up on the 

die to say some things about himself or herself. For example, if 

the number 2 shows up, the student will have to say two things 

about himself or herself. would be for the student to ask the class 

the number of questions according to what number shows up on 

the dice. Equally, you can make the class ask the number of 

questions according to the number on the dice. Finally, this game 

not only just improve speaking skill but reading, listening, 

spelling, pronunceition, intonation, vocabularies, and grammar 

also. 
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3. Speech  

Speech is a part of public speaking to communication in 

front of others people. One of the most important aspects to focus 

on in your speech is relevance. Whatever you say must be relevant 

to your audience. For English Study Club in improving speaking 

skill there is speech program, in each students must practice 

speech. In speech program all of students should be Perform in 

meeting of English Study club and switch in each meeting, the 

student have prepare before performe in the real time. Which this 

perform it’s become difficult perfome for them and that is 

challenging practice for Thai students too, because speech not just 

only use speaking skill but  they should used all of foure skill of  

English language no matter reading, listening and writing also. 

Moreover, they should be memorizing the script and 

spelling it before performe in that time. However, this performe is 

very difficult for them, they need time for prepare as well. When 

they have English Study Club, all of them must performe one by 

one in front of the audience. Finally, they can do it without afraid 

and shy but still have mistake in grammar and spelling the words. 

Throught be master of ceremony they getting new vocabularies 

and improve their speaking, litening, reading, writting skill in 
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themself. Overall, they do their best at least they confidence to 

show their performe.  

B.  The English Study Club perfilled for thai students practice 

speaking skill 

In this part, is second part of research finding. They are 

related  to how can the program of English Study club be 

implimented in improving Thai students’ speaking skill. The 

purpose is to answer the research pro blem in the first chapter. 

Finally, the reseacher got some data. After, reseachers conduct 

observation. 

The reseacher got that result from observation, below of are 

presented the descriptions of the result of the data about 

implimented of English Study Club in improving Thai students’ 

speaking skill. 

English study club is a club to improving English language 

especially speaking skill for Thai student English Department. 

English Study club will held twice a week  which in each a week 

and meeting will difference because there is program not 

monotonous and will switching the program in each meeting. The 

researcher have mention on the answer above that English studay 

club in improving Thai students’ speaking skill there are 3 

program that is discussion, games, master of ceremony speech. 
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All of this preogram is like activities for Thai students to prcticing 

and improves their own speaking skill. 

1. Discussion 

Discussion program is a program that used for improving 

speaking English skill in English Study club. In this learning there 

are structure in running the program of English Study Club. 

a. Opening. 

Before the students going to discussion they will make the forum 

and opening their forum, this is a part of the program that in each 

meeting every students must be a moderator to opening forum of 

English study Club and they will chang a moderator in each 

meeting. Every meeting a tutor will ask students that who is 

willing to be representatives of students as a moderator for 

opening on that day, which tutor did not to force students to be 

moderator but the tutor will ask them before. However, every 

students always participants and intends in improving speaking 

skill. 

b. Brainstorm 

This part is important activiy that make students can release their 

tension before start the program and students be able to prepare 

for study, make students felt not boring in joining English Study 

Club in improving Speaking kill. 
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c. Started the Discussion program  

Based on the result of observation above, as the researcher 

observe English Study Club. After finished opening and 

brainstorm they will started to discussion. In discussion the 

students are make a forum and a tutor will give the question is 

about daily life and the students will answer that question, the 

students can choose the question or the tutor choose for them and 

every student must answer or present that question in full English, 

after the students going to answer they have to understand the 

question and make the idea thinking for answer in front of 

audience. In this discussion program there is not practice skill part 

because they will learn and practice skill in the same time.  

d. Comment and Correction 

After the students discussion and practice skill, the tutor and 

students can comment and correct mistake each others, and 

students can correct and comment tutor too, but the most student 

did not comment and correct tutor because they still felt that they 

not good in speaking English enough, but there is some students 

just correct in writing mistake, when the tutor writed on the white 

bord. Overall, a tutor and students can comment and correction to 

each others when they have mistake. 
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e. Encourage Students. 

Encorage students is one of the major challenges tutor face on 

daily basis conceptuallized as students’ energy. In English Study 

Club a tutor give motivation and encourage to make students feel 

confident and more energy for learn and improving English 

speaking, after a tutor and students finished to give comment and 

correction each other, then moderator will invite a tutor encourage 

to all of students, after a tutor give encourage to students, all of 

students look fresh, happy, smile and they did not stress at all. 

Moreover, they give smile to each  others and encourage to their 

friends still low energy, they are kind and participants and they 

have sympathy for those friends to each others. 

f.   Closing. 

This is the last past that reseasher observation, the researcher can 

comclude that when everything was done implimented whether 

opening, braistorm, program, comment correction, and encourage 

students, and others is the last thing that they have to do is closing 

when there is opening it will have closing, when all of done a 

mordetor will close accompany give some motivation to friends 

and closing. And next meeting they will change new moderator. 
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This is The implimented program of English study club in 

improving Thai students’ speaking skill. 

2. Games 

Game is a funny program that all of studebts are very interested 

to join this program without anxiety in improving speaking skill, 

there are two games in improving speaking skill such as; guess 

the word game and dice word game, below is the implimented the 

games program. 

a. Opening. 

Before the students going to play the game they will make the 

forum and opening their forum, this is a part of the program that 

in each meeting every students must be a moderator to opening 

forum of English study Club and they will chang a moderator in 

each meeting. Every meeting a tutor will ask students that who is 

willing to be representatives of students as a moderator for 

opening on that day.  

b. Brainstorm 

After the students finished to opening the moderator will give the 

forum to tutor and the tutor will hold the program. the tutor will 

make students can release their tension make students felt not 

boring in joining English Study Club in improving Speaking kill. 
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before start the program and students be able to prepare for study 

and then the tutor will give some vocabulary and grammar 

knowlegde. 

c. Started the Games Program  

There are 2 games for improving speaking skill that is the guess 

the word, dice word. This game not to be running in the same 

meeting they will swiching in the next meeting, if they play the 

guess word game in the first meeting, so in the second meting 

they will play the dice word game.  

First, the guess word game the student will make a line for 

make a post and one representative of students hold the word 

paper which they have to guess the word be correctly and 

swiching untill the end  

Second, the dice word game the tutor will join to play dice 

game  with student and the student who rolls the dice uses the 

number that shows up on the die to say some things about himself 

or herself. For example, if the number 2 shows up, the student will 

have to say two things about himself or herself. would be for the 

student to ask the class the number of questions according to what 

number shows up on the dice. This game will the same as 

discussion because the game is not a material and the game is an 
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activity that is directly practice skill, so that they learn English 

language directly through the game. 

d. Comment and Correction 

After the students play game is ove  the tutor will give feedback 

to students and review the vobulary from play the game. The tutor 

will comment and give some tricks of speaking, grammar and 

deffinitely the sutudent will correct their friends speaking skill. 

e. Encourage Students. 

In English Study Club a tutor give motivation and encourage to 

make students feel confident and more energy for learn and 

improving English speaking, after a tutor and students finished to 

give comment and correction each other, then moderator will 

invite a tutor encourage to all of students, after a tutor give 

encourage to students, all of students look fresh, happy, smile and 

they did not stress at all. Moreover, they give smile to each  others 

and encourage to their friends still low energy, they are kind and 

participants and they have sympathy for those friends to each 

others. 

f. Closing. 

This is the last past that reseasher observation, the researcher can 

comclude that when everything was done implimented whether 
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opening, braistorm, program, comment correction, and encourage 

students, and others is the last thing that they have to do is closing 

when there is opening it will have closing, when all of done a 

mordetor will close accompany give some motivation to friends 

and closing. And next meeting they will change new moderator. 

This is The implimented program of English study club in 

improving Thai students’ speaking skill. 

3. Speech 

Speech is a program that challenging for Thai students in 

Improving speaking skill. Speech it consindered a big program to 

requires thinking, speaking ability and self-confidence, below is 

the implimented in running the Speech the program. 

a. Opening  

The first step that the student have to do is opening the forum it 

is very important for them because in each a part they get from a 

little thing that they will not know, as the reseacher mention above 

in the point opening of discussion and games, they will opening 

the forum  in all of meeting. 

b. Started the speech program 

Firstly, the tutor will give tricks about public speaking  and the 

tutor how to write the speech. Before practice the tutor will read 
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some text to student and students will listen and the student ask 

when did not understand the text, and then the tutor will give 

vocabularly from the text, and order student to write the speech 

in the paper and next meeting they will practice. 

c. Practice skill 

The student should prepare before perfome in front of the 

audience. In this forum there is master of ceremony to opening the 

forum again, they will suppose they in the big event. However, all 

of student should perform their speech and do not be excuses at 

all. the tutor will be commenter or director and all of student will 

be the audience except perfomence. 

d. Comment and correction 

This part the tutor will be comment about self-confidence, 

intonation, intraction to audience, the scribt of speech, fluently in 

speech and correct about grammar, spelling and on word. 

e. Encourage students 

The tutor will give encourage for practice speech today, he will 

give motiveted to practice more speaking English skill and the 

students willingness to eccept their weekness in their performs. 

They will give motivated to each others for practicing speaking 

skill. 
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f. Closing  

when all of done a mordetor will close accompany give some 

motivation to friends and closing. And next meeting they will 

change new moderator. This is The implimented program of 

English study club in improving Thai students’ speaking sk 
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The table 1 

       The program implimented of English study club in improving speaking 

skill. 

No Practice The English Study Club prefilled in Practice speaking skill 

1. Discussio

n 

a. Opening 

b. Brainstorm 

c. Started the Discussion program 

d. Comment and correction 

e. Encourage students 

f. Closing 

2. 

 

Games 

 

a. Opening 

b. Brainstorm 

c. Started the Discussion program 

d. Comment  

and correction 

e. Encourage students 

f. Closing 

3. 

 

Speech 

 

a. Opening 

b. Started the Discussion program 

c. Comment and correction 

d. Encourage students 

e. Closing 
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C. The Extended Contributies of English Study Club for Thai 

Students in improving Speaking skill. 

   In this part, is the last part of research finding. They 

are related to the contributies of English study club in improving 

Thai students’ speaking skill. The purpose is to answer the 

research problem in the first chapter. Finally, the resarcher got 

some data. After, researcher conducted interview. 

   The reseacher got result of English Study Club. 

Below are presented the descriptions of result of the data about 

the advantages of English Thai students’ spaeking Skill. 

1. Student get new Vocabulary, knowledge and information 

when speaking. 

Learning is are vary important for everybody who want to 

be get more knowlwdge and improve skill yourself especially 

speaking skill. There are many people in the world would to be 

better in speaking English. If you really want to be better in 

English , you would get new vocabulary, knowledge and 

information when speaking because these thing is very important 

for you to used when you practice speaking English, if you did 

not have more new vocabulary and others you will lack 

vocabulary when speaking with your partner or friends. When you 
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get more vocabulary and other you will be good in speaking and 

would not worried about that at all. 

S1 Stated that  

When I discussion in English study club I got more new 

vocabulary and knowledge about grammar although just little 

and another information about story that we had discuss. Which 

in discuss a tutor give question to ask and I have to answer within 

explain one by one by my own openion, through dicussion in 

English study club I get more new vocabulary and others 

...eemm....... when I speaking with my  friends they always tell me 

about vocabulary. And another in  English study club all of 

student should used full English as main language. 

From statement above of interview S1 the researcher can 

be conclude the advantage of English study club they used full 

Englsih for communicate each others, they used only English to 

discuss in English Sudy Club, through discuss she got new 

vocabulary and not just vocabulary but she got some knowlegde 

about grammar too. While she discuss with their friend she can 

practice her speaking skill which it can help to memorize 

vocabulary from speaking  with her friends and her friend always 

shairing to her. 
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S2 stated that 

I think I have to join English study Club than I did not join 

at all. At least through English study club I get new vocabulary 

and I can practice through play the game I can spell the word to 

speaking with my friends although my speaking English still 

mistake. English study Club is very useful for practic English 

speaking skill. 

From statement above of interview S2 the researcher can 

concluded the advantage of English study club through the games 

she can spell the word to speaking with her friend in English study 

club she is active students but she always forgot vocabulary that’s 

why she has to join English study club. So, when she joins English 

study club she can review vocabulary no matter new vocabulary 

and vocabulary that she already forgot and she can review again. 

     S3 State that 

My vocabulary it improving now, so I’m so glad that my 

speaking was improve through Emglish study Club. Before this I 

haven’t vocabulary at all, and now I got it. 

From statement above of interview, the researcher can 

conclude the advantage of English study club in improving 

speaking skill that make her get many new vocabulary because 
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before this she heven’t vocabulary at all. And she begin to 

improving her speaking and vocabulary from English study club. 

The Begining is good for who to trying to be better and the 

begining is not last for people who need to improving. 

Below the researcher presented the result of interview 

from Tutor of English study Club; 

   S4 Statet that 

Because in English study club everyone are aloud to use 

English only while they are  joining english study club because 

English study Club has a rule that it run has to use English only 

so wheter what they want to say or to explain about in English 

they have to using english for example if you don’t know what to 

say in English you can ask friends or you can explained it what 

to the function English. For exmple if you don’t know  how to say 

emmm....a pen. You can explain aaaa...... it’s an object use to write 

down on the paper somthing like that.  

From statement above of interviwe, the reseacher can be 

conclude the advantage English Study Club the tutor said that 

student can improve their vocabulary through activity of English 

Study Club because there is rule in English Study Club all of must 

used English as main language for communicate when they did 

not know some vocabulary when they want to speak up they can 
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ask in English and their friend will tell you in English too. 

Through, they used full English in activity of English study club 

in improving speaking skill can make them get more vocabulary 

and improving in vocabulary too. 

2. Self-Confidence improvment. 

Self-confidence is very importance in speaking especially 

in public speaking. Confidence play an essential role in public 

speaking. Confidence is one thing very difficult for learner 

because we have control ourself to be confident in front of the 

audience. One needs to be confidence in front of the audience to 

create an everlasting impression. Remeber, your audience would 

not takes you seriously unless and until you believe in yourself. If 

you seriously to communication deffinately the audience will 

good pay attention what you intend communicate. 

S1 stated that 

Before I joined English study Club, I always nevours and 

shy when I perform or communicate with my friend in class . So, 

after I join English study club I feel I can control my self when I 

communicate and perform infront of my friends or audience. Now 

I’m as confidence leaner because I can remove my  nevours and 

my afraid from mymind. 
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 From the statement above of interview S1 the researcher can 

conclude the advantage of English study club students can know 

how to be confidence and learn how to deliver their perform. S1 

she always nervous and afraid mistake. She can speak but when 

she speaks in front of audience it’s hard for her. Because she thinks 

that she does not have basic at all. Finally, through English study 

club she more confidence and she know how to be a good speaker. 

Although, she does not have good skill. It’s important to be able 

to speak with confidence when learning the English language, and 

keep in mind this one the biggest problem most student not 

confidence when they speak in front of the audience. 

 S2 Stated that 

Actually, I can speaking English but there is some 

problem that I can not communication because I don’t be 

confidence in speaking and I still worriead about my accent and 

grammar that is reason why I’m not confidence, first I join 

English study club I’m not ready for speaking when it’s my  turn 

to speaking I can’t speaking to others people. Yes... of cause I can 

speak but my speaking is like children still spell ABC, I can not  

control. When I join English study club in a few time I feel that I 

can control and more confidence and my friends help me to fill 

my speaking. 
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From statement above of interview, the researcher can 

conclude that the advantage english study club student can hendle 

problem that she have got. Especially, S2  she confidence in 

speaking in front of audiece and anothers think about grammar 

and accent while she speaking. however, when she join English 

study Club in a few time. Her confidence improving, before this 

when she would like to speaking she always think about grammar. 

But now she change her mind and she control herself when she in 

front of the audience, she believe that self – confidence will be 

safe you from another mistake and afraid. 

 S3 Stated that 

Yes, of course, when I speaking in front of audience I have 

more confidence, before this when speaking in front of the 

audience, my hands and my legs was shake and my face becomes 

pales. So, now I am confidence. 

From statement above of interview, the researcher can 

conclude the advantage English study club can make her 

confidence more than before. Actually, she can speaking well but 

she not confidence she still nevourse to perform to audience. Now 

she can improve speaking as well and needs more confidance in 

herself. 
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Below the researcher presented the result of interview 

from Tutor of English study Club; 

S4 State that 

I think everyone when they join English study club and 

enthusiasm in learning or in speaking English they have fun when 

they make mistake they not shine to express the information to 

express the idea when they make mistake they will get shy or they 

will a comment from their friends but their friend are willing to 

fix it what is the the answer for them to fix the mistake something 

like that.  

From statement above of interview, the researcher can 

conclude the advantage of English study club student know how 

to be confidence in speaking English, students are more 

confidence because when students make mistake in front of  

audience they not shine to express information and not be 

nevourse, all of students are intend to practicing spekaing skill. 

and in English Study Club used English as main language in 

communication when they are mistake  in speaking English and 

their friends and tutor will comment and correct it. 

3. Student have more Motivation in Improving Speaking. 

Motivation is very important for people or learner to get 

more energy to do activity in daily routine. Especially, for learner 
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they have to be good in speaking English, and motivation is the 

one of way to make the learner would like to be better in the next 

part. Motivation as a rice if you haven’t eaten, you will haven’t got 

energy for do your activity. It’s mean if you didn’t have motivation 

in your life, you will be give up and low energy to do it. Therefore, 

motivation is very important for people who trying to be better. 

S1 State that 

Since I join English study club I feel I can improve my 

speaking not just my speaking but I can know that I have to be 

better, when I see my friends speaking I always tell myself “ I can 

do it and if my friends can do it I can do it to” when I join this club 

I know my weekness in speaking, I know what should I do in the 

next time that to be better. However, I have to encourage my self 

always. 

From the statement above of interview, the resaercher can 

conclude  the advantage English study club be able to gave more 

motivation to keep going in improving her speaking, she feel that 

when her friends can do it, she have to do it well to which one 

thing to make her be better and petient for that is her encourage, 

if she haven’t encourage herself everything will be just dream, she 

think motivation is very importent for improve her speaking skill 

and English study club can make stand up for do it well again. 
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S2 Stated that 

I have more motivation in improving my speaking because 

when I join English study club I can know my friends’ ability and 

I can know that there are many people they have problem as the 

same me. However, I feel that I am not the only one who make 

mistake in speaking skill. Therefore, I have to trying improving 

English language. and I happy when I am join English study club. 

I glad every meeting when I joined study club. 

From statement above of interview, the reseacher can 

conclude that the advantage of English Study club can take her in 

reallity case in improving speaking skill, while she join English 

study club she always observe her friends in English Study club 

still practice English. So, from her observe she know that there are 

many friends have problem as the same her, however, it’s make 

her feel relief that she not only one  have bad skill in English. 

Therefore, it’s make her encourage more for improving speaking 

skill. Although , she does not have basic like others. Overall, she 

feel happ, glad and not worried when she join English Study Club. 

S3 Stated that 

English study club can make me more motivation for 

improve my speaking, before I  join English study club I feel bad 
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and low motivation when I study in the class, I always compair 

my English  with Indonesian friends it’s make me feel bad and 

weak for improve myself, I feel can not do it as I dream , it’s 

difficult for me. Aftar I am finished from study I always think about 

that. I can not stop to think about that at all. Until I join English 

study club I can think that I am not the only one to feel like, there 

many Thai student feel bad when they can not raech what they 

have plan before. And now I know what should I do. However, I 

will not give up for practicing Actually we’re not perfect in 

English but we can be the best one. 

From the statement above of interview, the researcher can  

conclude that the advantage English Study Club student know 

how to motivation in themselft. S3 she know how to be good 

motivation in herself, she as representative of Thai students for 

tell what she feel when she join the class with Indonesian friends, 

there are many Thai students compair their English with 

Indonesian students because as she told that Indonesian have 

good skill than Thai students and Thai Studant have trying to be 

better more around 100% opposite with Indonesian Students, 

That’s why Thai student always low motivation, when she join 

English study club she can control her brain not to think about 

what she have experience before. And she can focus on what she 
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have to do right now. Moreover, the member of English Study 

Club always give encourage to each other. When student know 

the problem they will solve the problem and deffinitely 

motivation is very important for a dreamer. 

Below the researcher presented the result of interview 

from Tutor of English study Club; 

S4 State that 

As far as I know, everyone are more motivated while they 

are joining English study Club because after discussion at the end 

before close the discussion we would like to put someone to 

motivate your friends to learning English for example you are 

motivated your friend how to stay focus on learning English. And 

everyone happy to joined English Study club. English Study Club 

it can encourage student or learner in practice speaking English 

because in English study club, everyone are encourage to use 

English in speaking or in express anything what it on your mind 

to English, so I want has to speaking English, I think is a good 

way for them to improve English communication english skill ,as 

I know 

From statement above of interview, the resaecher can 

conclude that the advantage English study club the students know 

how how to motivated in leaning English Speaking, student are 
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more motivated while they are join English Study Club, all of 

students are happy and enjoy in improving their spekaing skill 

and they are give motivated to each others the Tutor also in every 

meeting they will put students to give motivate their friends in 

improving speaking  
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                             The table 2 

                   The advantage of English speaking club in Improving speaking skill. 

No The Contributies of English Study Club 

1. Student get new Vocabulary, knowledge and information when 

speaking. 

- Vocabulary 

- Grammar 

- Pronunciation 

- Fluentcy 

- Export openion and idea,solution. 

2. Self-Confidence improvment. 

- Students brave to speaking in front of audience 

- Students have fun when speaking without nevouse 

- Students ignore their mistake while they speaking 

3. Students have more motivation in improving speaking skill. 

- Students have more energy in practice speaking English 

- Students satisfied and intend in improving speaking  

- Student willingnes in joining English Study Club without 

anybody force them. 

 


